
I’m so glad you’re back to continue the story we’ve begun. You’ll            
remember that we are now being led in a new direction by the God who               
has hung up the bow and refuses to be at war with the beloved creation,               
but instead will renew it and transform it. And this renewal and            
transformation of all things began with Abraham and Sarah and the           
impossible promise of a child and descendants as numerous as the stars.            
But as we know all too well, even the best of plans are not without               
setbacks  and hiccups.  

These descendants of Abraham and Sarah, the heirs of the          
promise of God, would be enslaved for hundreds of years, until finally            
being led to freedom by God through Moses. God remains committed to            
seeing the promise through, even when we get in our own way. Having             
been freed to be the light to the nations, the people of Israel are now in                
search of what it means to be a community with God as their center. So               
God makes another covenant – a new one, but also a continuation of the              
same covenant made to Noah so long ago – a covenant that will continue              
on the path of renewal and transformation for the life of the world. This              
covenant would be the guide for how we are to live in community with              
one another.  

Because this covenant, as much as we might like to think is about             
how we are to live our lives in the best way, is much more about ensuring                
the well-being of our neighbors lives. They are not the way we will finally              
be loved and acceptable to God. They are not so that we can have our               
best life. They are for our neighbors. They teach us what it looks like to               
love them. But lest we panic and worry about who will look out for us,               
these same commands apply to your neighbor as well. God gives the            
commandments to you and to me so that we may love our neighbor. And              
God gives these commandments to your neighbors so that they may love            
us. It’s a beautiful thing for a community to know that they need not look               
to their own interests first because they know their neighbor has their            
back.  And our neighbors know we have theirs.  

But this story of redemption and renewal and transformation, as          
we well know, is not so simple. Because we have this propensity for             
taking something good and beautiful, like the Ten Commandments, and          
turning them into a burdensome weight. Intended to free us to love and             
serve one another, the commandments instead became a barrier         
between us and God and one another. They became a measuring stick, a             
tool for us to determine our own worthiness. And the lack of worthiness of              
our neighbors. Rather than loving one another, we strive to find ways to             
measure how much better we are than others.  

This is what the Gospel of John sees as the problem with the             
temple. Long after Moses came down the mountain with the tablets of the             
Ten Commandments, we find that the covenant intended to free us for life             
in community, had now become a rigid set of rules and laws. To put it  

simply, when you broke the commands, you had to atone for them. And             
the only way to atone for them was to offer a sacrifice. And the only place                
you could offer a sacrifice was at the temple because the temple was             
believed to be God’s house. God literally resided there. And God           
specifically resided in the Ark of the Covenant, where the Ten           
Commandments were kept. And the Ark was kept in the Holy of Holies,             
which was accessed only by the high priests, who are in the temple             
offering sacrifices on our behalf, where people must go to atone for their             
sins and transgressions for not adhering to the Law that God gave, which             
was intended to be a gift to us showing us how we live in community with                
one another. Yet, it became a means of separation – from God and from              
one another. It became a rat race to see who could live up to the law the                 
best.  

The Law, which was so graciously given as a gift, to guide us and              
lead us into loving relationship with one another, became the means to the             
love of God, at least in our perception. If we just keep the law perfectly               
enough, we’d be worthy of God’s love. And if we keep the Law better than               
others, we’re certainly better and more worthy than them. It was like an             
unspoken point system, where following the law earned you more of           
God’s love and thus you were more faithful, more worthy, more whatever            
than someone else. But the law was never meant to be about earning             
God’s love. It was never the way to salvation. And certainly, it’s never             
been about how many points you can earn by doing good. Which is, what              
I believe, upsets Christ most. It’s not about the moneychangers and the            
sale of sacrificial animals. The marketplace was the symbol of the larger            
problem of what the temple system had become. Jesus turns the tables            
and drives the marketers out because the whole system must come           
down.  

The whole belief that you or I are any better than someone else             
and that makes us more loveable in the eyes of God and more worthy as               
recipients of God’s grace – that system cannot and does not exist in the              
kingdom of God. The covenant that God makes is not dependent on how             
well we can keep it, because we’ll fail. The covenant is not about earning              
our way or proving ourselves faithful enough, because we will fail. Just like             
everyone does. The promise remains that God has set out to renew and             
redeem a broken world and the only one capable of fulfilling that promise             



is God. Not us. Salvation is not ours to earn, but simply ours to receive.               
And now that we have received such grace, let us lay aside every desire              
to think or prove ourselves better and more deserving than our neighbors.            
Let us stop the madness to prove ourselves more worthy. Because we’re            
not. Instead, let’s get down to living into the fullness of God’s grace,             
loving one another as God in Christ Jesus has loved us. Let us not              
become consumed with the sins and shortcomings of others, but see one            
another as equally in need of this amazing gift of grace. Because            
wherever there is a community built on grace and love, God’s promise of             
renewal and  restoration and transformation becomes alive in us. 


